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bird simulator is a crazy game in which you control the descendants of dinosaurs. the only chance to get back to the top of the food chain is to destroy humanity. start in a small town where you try to destroy literally everything, like people, cars or other birds. indeed, you will have plenty of
destruction options, in addition to using your own feces, you can also use other items such as a chair or a grenade. you can also carry things, including people. in addition to these insanities do not forget your needs, once in a while you have to eat or drink. earn points and unlock other birds.
warning! if you expect a serious game, you better buy something else. this is pure bird madness. most students (71%) responded that their understanding of dna, evolution, and biodiversity changed after the experiment (fig. 8 ). the free description of the improvement included comments
on the effect of population size and time on the speciation process (n=6), genetic drift (n=5), evolutionary mechanisms (n=4), the link between the mutation and speciation processes (n=3), stochasticity of the simulation (n=3), and noting that dna alterations do not always cause a change

in phenotype (n=2), mutation is not synonymous with speciation (n=2), and speciation can occur more easily than the student thought (n=2). other minor comments are listed below: before this experiment, i had associated mutations with white snakes and limbless animals, not with
speciation. now i realize that mutations will lead to speciation after tens of thousands of years (high school a, female); i understood that genetic drift has stronger effects on evolution than natural selection does (high school c, male).
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the students in the class were asked to perform computer simulations using the obs and present their simulation results in the next session. the teacher repeated the simulation experiment using obs two or three times for each condition. to encourage the teacher's explanation of the
simulation results, the students were asked to review the previous hand throwing origami bird experiment to explain the simulation results in terms of evolutionary mechanisms. the teacher asked the students about the following aspects: what are the differences between the oasis-rich and
the oasis-poor environments? how can we explain the results of the simulation in terms of evolutionary mechanisms? the students presented their answers using a variety of methods, such as in-class discussion, written response, or oral presentation. the teacher started by explaining to the

students that obs was built based on similar settings (e.g., adaptive wing shape in each environment) to those in the hand throwing origami bird experiment and that pairs could copulate if their wing sizes were similar. the teacher explained that obs was a computer simulation that
performed 30 generations of evolutionary processes (mutation, natural selection, and speciation) in the same way as the hand throwing origami bird experiment. the teacher asked the students what will happen to populations of origami birds in each environment after 30 generations will

speciation occur then, the teacher explained that obs was built based on similar settings (e. when asked whether they would perform a similar experiment with origami birds in their own school, most students were willing to do so. furthermore, when they were asked to predict the future of
the oasis-poor population in the computer simulation experiment, most students thought that the population would die out. 5ec8ef588b
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